
Rosh Hashanah
Service Supplement



I am pleased that you have chosen to celebrate these holidays with CBI. While we deeply regret

not being able to be in the same physical space and to hear our voices rising together in prayer,

we hope that this virtual format can still enable us to feel present to one another. 

Especially this year, when each of us is in a different setting (Who by computer, and who by

tablet? Who on their phone and who on their television?), we invite you to make use of the time

and space here in a way that best suits you. We share a common prayerbook that gives a basic

order to prayers, but much is left up to you, the reader of these words: to decide when to read and

when to be silent; to sit or stand as you please. And especially for those who are uncomfortable

singing in public - to belt out the melodies with everything you've got (trust us - you will be

muted). 

And also to decide what to do with the words that you find in front of you. Our rabbis called the

fixed order of the prayer service the matbe’a tefilah. In Hebrew, matbe'a literally means a coin,

a currency. Without a common currency, it would be difficult to engage in commerce together.

Nothing makes a penny inherently a penny, or a dollar inherently a dollar, except that we all

agree it is so and use them in our exchange of goods.  In the same way, we have this matbe’a

tefila, a currency of prayer which, because we agree to use it, allows us to engage in this process

together. 

But unlike currency, the words of prayer turn out be much more diverse in their value to us.

Some strike us as distant, foreign, even unpleasant or unpalatable. Others have the power to move

or challenge us deeply. In prayer, it is what we understand, the meanings that we give to the

words that count. The meaning of those words must ultimately be a personal meaning.  

Among the words found in our prayerbook, there is probably none which has as many meanings

as “God.” There are probably as many understandings of “God” as there are boxes on these Zoom

services. And this will have to be okay - or even more than okay.  

Perhaps, by being part of a praying congregation which utters the Holy Name of Blessing

together, but whose thoughts express a rich and diverse palette of understandings of that Name,

may actually be the most appropriate way to express what the word “God” might mean.  

In that light, I invite you to reflect on the lines below, from  The Book of Hours, by the poet

Rainer Maria Rilke:

Welcome from Rabbi Tom Gutherz



(translated by Anita Burrows & Joanna Macy)

We must not portray you in king’s robes

You drifting mist that brought forth the morning.

Once again from the old paintboxes

we take the same gold for scepter and crown

That has disguised you through the ages.

Piously we produce images of you

til they stand around you like a thousand walls.

And when our hearts would simply open

Our fervent hands hide you.

From "The Book of Hours" by Rainer Maria Rilke



Yesterday a child came out to wonder

Caught a dragonfly inside a jar

Fearful when the sky was full of thunder

And tearful at the falling of a star

CHORUS:

And the seasons they go round and round

And the painted ponies go up and down

We’re captive on the carousel of time

We can’t return we can only look

Behind from where we came

And go round and round and round

In the circle game

Then the child moved ten times round the seasons

Skated over ten clear frozen streams

Words like when you’re older must appease him

And promises of someday make his dreams

CHORUS

Sixteen springs and sixteen summers gone now

Cartwheels turn to car wheels thru the town

And they tell him take your time it won’t be long now

Till you drag your feet to slow the circles down

CHORUS

So the years spin by and now the boy is twenty

Though his dreams have lost

some grandeur coming true

There’ll be new dreams maybe better dreams and plenty

Before the last revolving year is through

CHORUS

The Circle Game (by Joni Mitchell)



Traditional Text. variations by Rabbi Michael Strassfeld and Rabbi David Teutch

Now, we declare the sacred power of the day, 

which is the most awesome and solemn of days, 

when your rule is established over all 

and your throne set in place by the power of love

 and you come forth to govern in truth. 

True it is that you are our judge, you alone can reprove, 

you alone can know, you alone are witness to all deeds.

It is you who shall write, you who shall seal what is written, 

you who shall read, and you who shall number all souls. 

You alone can remember all that we have forgotten; 

it is you who shall open the Book of Remembrance. 

And its content speaks for itself, for it bears the imprint of us all, 

which our deeds, our lives, this year has inscribed.

The great shofar will cry. And a still small voice is heard.

And angels rush about, saying: “Behold the Day of Judgment!”

for they too are not blameless in your eyes.

And all who come into this world pass before you

like sheep before their shepherd.

As a shepherd considers his flock when it passes beneath the staff

So you count and consider every life and set its boundaries.

Be-rosh ha-shanah yi-katevun u-ve’yom tzom kippur ye’hatemun

On Rosh Hashanah we write our hopes

On Yom Kippur we seal them on our hearts

Unetaneh Tokef



Kamah ya’avorun

Ve-khamah yi’bara’un

Mi yihyeh

u-mi yamut

mi ve-kitzo

u-mi lo ve-kitzo

mi-va’esh

u-mi va-mayim

mi-va-herev

u-mi va-hayah

mi-va-ra’av

u-mi-va’tzama

mi-va’ra’ash

u-mi va’mageifah

mi va-hanikah

u-mi va-skilah

mi yanu’ah

u-mi yanu’a

mi yashkit

u-mi yitoraf

mi yeshalev

u-mi yityaseir

mi-ya’ani

u-mi ya’ashir

mi yushpal

u-mi yarum

who will pass away

who will be created anew

who shall live

who shall die

who is at the end

who is not at the end

who by fire

who by water

who by sword

who by wild beast

who by hunger

who by thirst

who by earthquake

who by sickness

who by strangling

who by stoning

who will rest

who will wander

who will be content

who will be made uneasy

who is calm

who is suffering

who shall be made poor

who shall be made rich

who shall be brought down

and who shall be raised up

Who shall pass on

Who shall be as new

Who shall be alive even in death

Who shall be overcome by the shadow 

of death even in life

Who is at a dead end

Who seeks a way to move forward

Who by fiery anger

Who by cool indifference

Who by disparaging words

Who by out-of-control emotion

Who jealously hungers for what 

others have

Who has an insatiable thirst for 

others’ approval

Who cannot stand up--shaken by 

the earthquake of injustice

Who will be sickened by the plague 

of prejudice

Who will die strangled, crying 

“I can’t breathe”

Whose path ahead is blocked by 

stones of inequality

Who can relax in her own home

Who has no place to call home

Who can feel a sense of peace

Who feels constantly torn in pieces

Who finds equanimity

Who is always suffering

Who lives in the constant uncertainty 

of poverty

Who doesn’t understand the 

responsibility of privilege

Who will be humbled by our common

humanity

And in this way be uplifted

Unetaneh Tokef (continued)

(Rabbi Michael Strassfeld)



U’teshvah U’tefilah U’tzedakah ma’avirin et roa ha’gzerah:

(But teshuva, tefilah, and tzedakah can mitigate the bad in the decree)

In our everyday lives, we live with the illusion of control. We guard our health, we get ahead

professionally by working hard. But at this liturgical moment we are forced to admit how

profoundly our lives can be altered by random occurrences over which we have no control. A

sudden illness can come out of nowhere ... an organization’s sudden economic reversals can

result in layoffs and firings … a competent person can be unable to find work … an accident can

change our life dramatically.

I cannot control the unexpected blows that will affect my family, my job, my health. 

But I can control how I live with them.

Teshuva (cultivating a spiritual life and returning to Torah),

tefilah (cultivating gratitude and connecting with transcendent values)

and tzedakah (cultivating generosity and pursuing justice)

can mitigate the bad in the decree.

(Rabbi David Teutsch, adapted)

Unetaneh Tokef (continued)



Study Text: Pirkei Avot 5:10

Olam Chesed Yibaneh

Olam Chesed Yibaneh ( 4x)

I will build this world from love

And you must build this world from love

And if we build this world from love

Then God will build this world from love

(The world is built from love)

(Let the world be built from love)

(Love can build a world)


